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THE TWELFTH SUNDAY AFTER PENTECOST

Ordinary Lessons During Extraordinary Times:
Patience

Ephesians 4:1-16; James 1:2-8, 17-20

Are we there yet?

Every parent on a family trip cringes to hear those words because they
know they will be repeated often enough to be counted like miles on the
odometer.  If you are looking for something to count as good coming out of
this pandemic, it might be that the inability to take a lengthy road trip on
vacation at least saved you from hearing that question which, when repeated,
is kind of like nails on a chalkboard.  Are we there yet?

Believe it or not, a group in the UK studied when and how often children
ask that question when traveling in a car.  I would have said that the question
begins before you reach the first stop sign after pulling out of your driveway. 
Actually, parents in the survey reported that, in general, children begin asking
“Are we there yet?” about two hours and twenty-three minutes into the trip. 
(Obviously the kids aren't the only ones watching the clock!)  They also
reported that about fourteen minutes later, fights begin breaking out in the
back seat!1

When I was a little fellow, every summer we would visit my grandmother
who lived in Clearwater, Florida, in the Tampa area.  It was at least a twelve
hour trip, but my dad was smart.  After my father got home from work, the five
of us would pile into our 1960 Ford Falcon and head south.  An old crib
mattress filled up the back seat area so that my brothers and I could–and
would–sleep as we drove through the night.  Three memories of those trips
remain with me: stopping somewhere along the way at an A&W drive-in for
hot dogs and root beer, pausing at midnight for the stoplight in downtown
Claxton, Georgia where the fruitcakes are made, and waking up to sunrise as
we drove over the bridge from Tampa toward the Gulf of Mexico.  It’s hard to
ask "Are we there yet?" when you’re asleep.

1“From Curious to Furious - the Crucial 15 Minutes That Could Wreck Your Summer Trip,” Highways
England, July 17, 2015; accessed online at: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/from-curious-to-furious-
the-crucial-15-minutes-that-could-wreck-your-summer-trip



In some ways, these past five months have seemed like an endless
road trip and we keep asking, “Are we there yet?”  “Can we get back to
normal yet?”  “When is this virus going to be over?”  “When can we resume
our lives?”  “Are we there yet?”

Some of us, I think, have tried my dad’s trick.  How many days have you
worn pajamas without putting on any regular clothes?  How many days have
you spent on the sofa?  How many times have you waked up and realized that
it was another day that you couldn’t leave your house, see your friends, or do
any of the normal activities that make up your life, and pulled the pillow over
your head and tried to go back to sleep?  I am guessing that it was probably
at about two hours and thirty-seven minutes into the Coronavirus pandemic
when the fussing and fuming and fighting started because we had all begun
to run out of patience.  How many of us just want to sleep through this
pandemic and all of the other challenges swirling around us saying, "Wake
me when it is over!"  Are we there yet?

When I asked what you have learned during these months of sheltering
at home, Nancy Ellis wrote: “Patience has never been one of my virtues, but
the pandemic is teaching me to think in terms of months and years rather than
minutes, hours, and days.”

As a teacher used to being around lots of sometimes impatient children
(and perhaps teachers as well), Nancy did something that is often very difficult
to do.  Instead of counting the minutes and hours and days until the pandemic
is over (which often only increases our anxiety), she began thinking about the
months and years ahead.  She stepped back and looked at the big picture.

The big picture on a road trip is that the journey, however long, is going
to take us to some place that is exciting and adventurous.  That is why we are
anxious to get there.

As Nancy mentioned, they say (whoever “they” are) that patience is a
virtue.  Let’s be honest, when you or I tell someone else that patience is a
virtue, we don’t really believe it.  A wink or a smile often accompany that
platitude because we all know that we are thinking what our parents told us
over and over: sit back, keep your hands to yourself, enjoy the ride, and we
will be there before you know it.  We didn’t believe it then.  We don’t believe
it now.
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Over a century ago, Andrew Bierce, in his Devil’s Dictionary, defined
patience this way: “Patience, n. A minor form of despair, disguised as a
virtue.”2  That definition always brings me a chuckle, but isn’t there some truth
to it?  Isn’t there something about patience that often feels like giving in,
giving up, resigning ourselves to the fact that there are miles yet to go and
there is no way to speed up the trip?  No matter how often we ask, “Are we
there yet?”, we are only a few miles closer to our destination.  Our patience
wears thin because all we think about are the minutes and miles that are
slowly passing by us.

The Apostle Paul and the writer of the Epistle of James could both be
accused of claiming patience as a virtue.  Writing to his friends in Ephesus,
Paul said, “I therefore, the prisoner in the Lord, beg you to lead a life worthy
of the calling to which you have been called, with all humility and gentleness,
with patience, bearing with one another in love, making every effort to
maintain the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace” (Ephesians 4:1-3).  How
can you argue with someone who urges you to be patient by reminding you
that they are in prison?  And what do you say to someone like James who
energetically writes, “My brothers and sisters, whenever you face trials of any
kind, consider it nothing but joy, because you know that the testing of your
faith produces endurance; and let endurance have its full effect, so that you
may be mature and complete, lacking in nothing” (1:2-4)?  Paul and James
are the parents in the front seat.  They have the map.  Instead of watching the
odometer click away, they are taking in every delicious sight that appears in
the windshield.  Meanwhile, the rest of us are in the back seat, squirming
against the seat belt, elbowing our sister every time her leg strays across the
invisible line that marks our territory, complaining to a deaf ear who doesn’t
want to hear any of that!  Are we there yet?

Yet, ultimately, we know mom and dad and Paul and James are right. 
Eventually we will get to our destination and we will be glad we made the trip. 
We know Paul and James have a point: we may not want to count patience
as a virtue, but it is a way of holding life so that we do not miss any of the
important sights and landmarks along the way.  Are we there yet?  No, and
that’s okay–maybe even good!

Paul knew that living together in community, even if God is in our midst,
is never an easy ride.  We are unique people with wants and desires and

2Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s Dictionary, 1906, as cited in The World Treasury of Religious
Quotations, Ralph L. Woods, ed. (New York: Garland Books, 1966), 719.
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perspectives that do not always jive.  All of Paul’s letters are written to fellow
believers who are struggling with life in one way or another.  They have heard
the Good News.  They believe that there are better days ahead.  But when? 
“Are we there yet?” they keep asking.

I imagine Paul must have irritated people in his churches to no end. 
They were concerned about rivalries and personal quarrels and who was
getting served and who was being left out.  They worried over Jewish
believers who were eating with Gentiles believers and consuming unclean
food.  They were upset about Gentiles getting a free pass from following all
of those Jewish laws while they had to do everything by the book.  Sitting in
the driver’s seat, Paul looks over his shoulder and tells them to be patient,
reminding them to look ahead to where they are going.  “There is one body,
and one Spirit,” he says, “one Lord, one faith, one baptism.”  Therefore,
humility and gentleness–with patience–will go a long way to help us learn to
live together and stay together.  Are we there yet?

For his part, James knew that suffering and hardship do not in and of
themselves elicit joy.  Yet, he also knew that we grow and mature and learn
through challenging times which is cause for joy.  Endurance, or patience,
brings wisdom which enables us to draw on every experience of life and
discover some benefit.  Later in his letter, James urges his readers to be
patient as they wait on God, reminding them that “The farmer waits for the
precious crop from the earth, being patient with it until it receives the early
and the late rains” (5:7).  Some things simply take time.  Are we there yet?

Admittedly, we are not generally patient people.  We have come to
expect things to happen now.  We have stores where we can get what we
want now.  We can order practically anything we can imagine and have it
delivered to our door.  We can quickly create a meal in our kitchen, drive
down the street to pick it up, or have someone deliver it to us in thirty minutes
or less.  If there is something we want to watch, we can go to any of the
streaming services and view it now.  If there is something we want to know,
we can look it up on the internet.  As many of you say, you can find anything
on Google!

Until you can’t!  When the internet or the cable or your IPad or your
phone don’t work, when the power goes out, when some rare and perplexing
disease comes out of nowhere and suddenly shuts down everything that
makes up our life, we get frustrated and anxious and impatient.  We watch the
clock, counting the minutes and hours until things are back to normal.  I have
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records of exactly how many minutes I have spent on hold over the past three
weeks trying to get my cable repaired.  I know that this is the twenty-fourth
Sunday that we have worshiped remotely and apart. When the Coronavirus
caused us to shelter at home and implement all of the other precautions that
will keep us healthy and safe, the road trip began and the patience dribbled
out.  When can we have our lives back?  When will we get a vaccine?  When
will this nightmare be over?  Are we there yet?

If we listen and pay attention, we will hear Paul and James and Nancy
saying, “Be patient.”  They don’t mean sit down and be quiet for the rest of the
trip.  They are not suggesting that we give up or give in or throw our hands up
in despair.  To the contrary.  They are suggesting that we make the most out
of the trip, that we find the value hidden in every mile we travel, that we
discover what God is doing all along the way.

Rachel Naomi Remen draws on the wisdom of her Jewish grandfather
to enlighten her own life.  She remembers that whenever he would say that
he planned to do something on this or that day, he would follow it up with,
“God willing.”  If anyone said to him that on such and such a day, they would
do this or that with him, he would answer, “God willing.”  An Orthodox rabbi,
her grandfather had a keen sense of God’s involvement in life, what I might
call God’s embeddedness or pervasiveness in life.  Granted, his perspective
might have imagined God as more of a chess player with our lives, carefully,
studiously, wisely moving each of us according to his ultimate plan; yet, to me
it is a realization of why Jesus came to us–to let us know that God is with
us–right now!

Dr. Remen said that her grandfather’s sense of God’s engagement in
our lives, God’s “willing”, taught her to “hold things loosely.”  That is, to not let
present entanglements prevent us from future enrichment.  In the midst of
challenges and hardship and struggle now, we ought to have a sense of
curiosity and adventure in what God is doing in and for and with us.3  I believe
that to keep in mind that we do not travel into our future alone is a reminder
that God is intimately involved with our lives.  God nudges and calls us to go
in certain directions that will lead us to insight, maturity, delight, and joy.  If
you want to carefully extend the metaphor of this sermon, God is our heavenly
Parent gleefully driving us toward yet unknown adventures.

3Rachel Naomi Remen, M.D., “Promises, Promises” in My Grandfather’s Blessings: Stories of
Strength, Refuge, and Belonging (New York: Riverhead Books, 2000), 188-189.
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I desperately want scientists to come up with a vaccine and cure for
Covid now!  I also want it to be safe and effective so I know I must wait for the
curiosity of the scientific mind to chart a path to the adventure of developing
and testing a vaccine.  I want us to be able to gather again in our sanctuary
to worship as we sing and pray and hold each other, but I am curious as to
how God will hold us together and draw us closer even while we are apart. 
I miss doing all of the things that we do together as a family of faith, but I am
also eager to see how the adventure of being church will unfold in fresh ways
in the months and years ahead.  I want peace to return to our streets, civility
to be restored in our cities, and a true sense of respect and dependence to
emerge within us all, but I am curious whether or not we will lay aside our
presumptions and prejudices in order to listen to and respect one another.  I
am anxious to see where this adventure of laying bare so many of our fears
and failures will lead us.  I tremble with uncertainty and hope at what God
might do with us.  Are we there yet?

Paul wanted the followers of Christ to make more of an effort to be
Christ to one another.  James wanted his brothers and sisters in Christ to
realize that “Every generous act of giving, with every perfect gift, is from
above, coming down from the Father of lights, with whom there is no variation
or shadow due to change” (1:17).  I think Nancy wants us all to realize that
while God is with us in this present moment, there is also a future waiting for
us.  We can sit in our frustration and fear or we can travel toward our hope
and help.  Patience is the ability to keep living now, to be curious about what
is yet to come, and to make the best of the adventure before us. Patience is
the gift of discovering what God will do with us!  Are we there yet?  No, but we
are on our way!
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August 23, 2020 Prayer of Thanksgiving and Intercession

We want to lead a life worthy of your calling, O God, but sometimes the
paths you take and the roads you choose are not straight and smooth.  They
do not always look safe.  We see obstacles ahead that we do not think we
can overcome.  Remind us that we are not alone.  Give us courage to walk
with you and keep us aware that you are with us all along the way.

Take us to the bedsides of people who are ill and frightened.  Give them
a sense of comfort and hope.  Use the skill of medical professionals, the
compassion of caregivers, and the love of family and friends to bring them
healing, we pray.

Take us to the communities in our nation that are burned and broken
and afraid.  Remind us of why we are a nation united and draw from us all of
the resources available to restore those places that have been destroyed.

Take us to neighborhoods where hope and desire continue to beat a
rhythm that pulses like one great heart.  Excite us about the possibilities that
are before us and energize the talents and skills you have given us to make
life better for all of us.

Take us to places where we share fellowship and honesty.  Although we
cannot be together right now, there are ways that we can talk and share and
discover all of the things we have in common.  Surprise us with those
opportunities, we pray, and use this time to help us shape an exciting and
promising future.

Take us to schools and homes and churches and storefronts where
education is happening in new and challenging ways.  Bless teachers who are
drawing on all of their skills to help their students.  Bless students who are
uncertain how to learn in this new way.  Bless parents who live daily with the
anxiety of providing all that their children need.  

Take us to laboratories where curious minds explore worlds we may
never see but which just might save our lives.  Guide our researchers to
discover the vaccines we need to overcome this crisis and live safely together
again.

Take us into your heart, O God, which is large enough to hold us all and
strong enough for all of us to grow.  Amen.


